Office of Planning, Design and Construction

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY NOTICE

Thompson Science Labs Entrances

August 16, 2018

Adjacent Occupants and users of Thompson Physics, Biology and Chemistry main entrances;

This correspondence provides a status update for the upcoming construction at the TBL, TCL and TPL entrances.

Work Dates: 8/20-8/31

The installation of the new railings at TPL, TBL and TCL are rescheduled to begin on Monday August 20. We will begin with the TPL entry since this is the most involved and we wish to ensure it is done before students arrive.

- New hand rails will be installed at all 3 entrances.
- TPL will be first, will take approximately 1 week and will begin on 8/20
- TCL will be next, will take about 2 days and will begin on or about 8/27.
- TBL will be last, will take 2 days and will begin on or about 8/29.
- TPL will require some short-duration (1/2, 1-2 days at a time) entrance closures
- I will communicate these closures the day before they need to happen.
- Emergency egress will always be available, if necessary.
- TPL and TBL will remain open while work is in progress with limited interruptions.
- No two entries will be closed at any one time.
- Eco Café entry will remain open at all times and its use as an alternate entry is encouraged while the work is going on.
- Typical medium-duty construction related noise should be expected, i.e.: metal cutting and grinding, concrete drilling.
- Vehicle entry to the quad via the walkway closet to TPL will be temporarily blocked during parts of this work, please check ahead before planning to drive in along this access point.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact:

Shaun Garvey  
Project Manager  
Williams College  
413-597-3232  
smg3@williams.edu